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IPO Note

Issue Open: July 27, 2015
Issue Close: July 29, 2015

Incorporated in 1993 as a subsidiary of Biocon Limited, Syngene is a leading
custom research and manufacturing organization, which supports R&D programs

Issue Details

from lead generation to clinical supplies. At the higher price band of `250/share,

Face Value: Rs10

the implied P/E would be ~23x FY2017E compared to the average P/E of
17-22x for its global large peers. Thus, given little valuation comfort and the

Present Eq. Paid up Capital: `19.9cr

associated risks, we recommend an Avoid on the IPO.

Offer Size: 528cr-550cr Shares*

Well placed in the CRO Industry: Since its formation, the company has emerged

Post Eq. Paid up Capital*: `22.1cr

as a key player in the CRO Industry. The global CRO market for discovery and

Issue size (shares): 2.2cr

development services was estimated to be ~US$43.5bn in 2014 and is expected

Price Band: `240-250

to reach US$67.3bn in 2018, reflecting a CAGR of ~11.6% (2014-2018),
according to a report by IQ4I.
Syngene’s

operational

track

record,

successful

delivery

of

projects,

Promoters holding Pre-Issue: 85.5%
Promoters holding Post-Issue: 74.5%

responsiveness, process innovation, turnaround times, and productivity has
facilitated the strengthening of its client base (mainly outside India with exports
contributing 97.2% of sales in FY2014). Over the past 20 years, Syngene has

Book Building

built significant credibility and a regulatory track record in various therapeutic

QIBs

At least 50%

Non-Institutional

At least 15%

Retail

At least 35%

platforms and service models. It is now catering to 8 of the top 10 innovators
globally including BMS, Abbott and Baxter. Syngene boasts of a healthy track
record in the industry with a market share of ~2.0%. The company has been
reporting a Sales and PAT CAGR of 28% and 59%, respectively, with healthy
EBITDA margins of 30-33% over FY2011-2015. Going forward, with the industry

Post Issue Shareholding Pattern

growing at 11-12%, we believe the company can clock a healthy 18-20% growth

Promoters Group

0.745

MF/Banks/Indian
FIs/FIIs/Public & Others

0.255

given the Indian cost advantage (cost of conducting clinical trials in countries,
such as China, India and Indonesia, is 25-40% less expensive than in western
countries), though it needs a better diversification of clientele base to ensure a
better consistency in the same.
Syngene to invest US$200mn: Syngene plans a US$200mn capex over the next
three years. Of US$200mn, US$100mn will be incurred on the development of
oral dosages, MAb facilities, phase 2 of Malaysia insulin facility and research lab
in Bangalore, while the balance US$100mn will be utilized for Greenfield
expansion in Mangalore. The company plans to evolve from a CRO to a CRAMS
player. It has entered into three long term contracts with two clients for
commercial manufacture of their novel small molecules, of which, one is under
late stage development, while the other two are in various stages of clinical
development.
Risk stems from overdependence on few clients: Around 45% of Syngene’s total
sales come from its top 3 clients - BMS, Abbott and Baxter, of which BMS alone
contributed 30% in FY2015. Besides, its top 10 clients accounted for ~71% of its
total sales in FY2015. However, the company has managed to scale up its client
base from 103 in FY2012 to 221 in FY2015, indicating a gradual reduction in
top 10 clients revenue contribution from 79% in FY2012 to 71% in FY2015.

Please refer to important disclosures at the end of this report
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Outlook and Valuation:
Syngene, given its leading position in the CRO industry, can continue to log in a
robust growth, given that it is the leading Indian player in the industry. Thus, while
the industry is expected to grow at 11-12% the company can log in around 1820% growth in the near term. Also, the company plans to utilize its cash flows into
the contract manufacturing segment, to emerge as a complete CRMAS player.
Also, the company has been consistent in its growth and profitability profile,
posting ROEs of 25.0% and ROIC upwards of 35.0%.
However, on the flip side the company has very high dependence on few clients,
with around 45% of sales coming in from its top 3 clients, with one client
contributing 30% of sales. This, coupled with the valuations of ~22-23.3x
FY2017E ( at `240-250), makes the IPO fairly valued. Its comparable peers in
India and internationality, which are much larger in size with ROEs in the range of
20-27%, trade at ~17-22x FY2017E earnings. Thus we recommend avoiding the
issue.

Key Financials
Y/E March (` cr)

FY2012

FY2013

FY2014

FY2015E

Net Sales

417

550

700

860

% chg

29.5

32.0

27.2

23.0

71

102

135

166

Net Profit
% chg

161.0

43.8

32.0

23.2

32.9

30.6

30.6

30.6

EPS (`)

3.2

4.6

6.1

7.5

P/E (x)

77.8

54.1

41.0

33.3

P/BV (x)

18.5

10.6

8.3

5.7

RoE (%)

27.4

25.0

22.9

20.5

RoCE (%)

31.3

23.1

20.7

20.7

EV/Sales (x)

13.2

9.7

7.3

5.5

EV/EBITDA (x)

40.2

31.7

23.9

18.0

EBITDA (%)

Source: Company, Angel Research, Price at upper band of `250
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DISCLAIMER
Angel Broking Private Limited (hereinafter referred to as “Angel”) is a registered Member of National Stock Exchange of India Limited,
Bombay Stock Exchange Limited and MCX Stock Exchange Limited. It is also registered as a Depository Participant with CDSL and
Portfolio Manager with SEBI. It also has registration with AMFI as a Mutual Fund Distributor. Angel Broking Private Limited is a
registered entity with SEBI for Research Analyst in terms of SEBI (Research Analyst) Regulations, 2014 vide registration number
INH000000164. Angel or its associates has not been debarred/ suspended by SEBI or any other regulatory authority for accessing
/dealing in securities Market. Angel or its associates including its relatives/analyst do not hold any financial interest/beneficial
ownership of more than 1% in the company covered by Analyst. Angel or its associates/analyst has not received any compensation /
managed or co-managed public offering of securities of the company covered by Analyst during the past twelve months. Angel/analyst
has not served as an officer, director or employee of company covered by Analyst and has not been engaged in market making activity
of the company covered by Analyst.
This document is solely for the personal information of the recipient, and must not be singularly used as the basis of any investment
decision. Nothing in this document should be construed as investment or financial advice. Each recipient of this document should
make such investigations as they deem necessary to arrive at an independent evaluation of an investment in the securities of the
companies referred to in this document (including the merits and risks involved), and should consult their own advisors to determine
the merits and risks of such an investment.
Reports based on technical and derivative analysis center on studying charts of a stock's price movement, outstanding positions and
trading volume, as opposed to focusing on a company's fundamentals and, as such, may not match with a report on a company's
fundamentals.
The information in this document has been printed on the basis of publicly available information, internal data and other reliable
sources believed to be true, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete and it should not be relied on as such, as this
document is for general guidance only. Angel Broking Pvt. Limited or any of its affiliates/ group companies shall not be in any way
responsible for any loss or damage that may arise to any person from any inadvertent error in the information contained in this report.
Angel Broking Pvt. Limited has not independently verified all the information contained within this document. Accordingly, we cannot
testify, nor make any representation or warranty, express or implied, to the accuracy, contents or data contained within this document.
While Angel Broking Pvt. Limited endeavors to update on a reasonable basis the information discussed in this material, there may be
regulatory, compliance, or other reasons that prevent us from doing so.
This document is being supplied to you solely for your information, and its contents, information or data may not be reproduced,
redistributed or passed on, directly or indirectly.
Neither Angel Broking Pvt. Limited, nor its directors, employees or affiliates shall be liable for any loss or damage that may arise from
or in connection with the use of this information.
Note: Please refer to the important ‘Stock Holding Disclosure' report on the Angel website (Research Section). Also, please refer to the
latest update on respective stocks for the disclosure status in respect of those stocks. Angel Broking Pvt. Limited and its affiliates may
have investment positions in the stocks recommended in this report.
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